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Mission
Statement
“Advance
Knowledge”
1.To further interest and
study of German
speaking immigration in
Ohio.
2.Encourage members to
further research family
histories in Ohio.
3.Promote information
about life, times and
social life of German

ohann Adam Mann is an imagined character. Although he did not
actually exist, the circumstances of his fictional life and of his family’s
deaths played out in villages throughout the kingdom, duchies, and
independent principalities that comprised the territory now known as
Germany. In many cases, the experiences of Johann Adams and his fellow
villagers were drawn directly from historical individuals. In all cases, the
history and sociology of their lives are as historically accurate as existing
sources permit.

OUR DAILY BREAD:
GERMAN VILLAGE LIFE
1500—1850
BY TEVA SCHEER
PART FOUR: EMIGRATION

A

t the relatively early period of German migration to America when
Jacob and Martin began their journey, the majority of southern
Germans headed northward on the Rhine, either by boat or by roads
that paralleled river, and then embarked from Rotterdam. However,
this was not an option for the two young men, because they were leaving their
homelands illegally. If they had applied to their governments for official
permission to leave -- in Jacob's case, from Baden, and in Martin's case, from
Prussia -- they ran the risk of being refused because both were subject to
possible military conscription. Even if their homelands had granted their
applications, they would still have been subject to the payment of stiff exit
taxes. Jacob had an additional financial entanglement. He was still technically
in bondage to the Freiherr von Steinweg. The forced labor of the Fron had been
converted in 1833 to an annual cash payment of 95 gulden, but liquidation of
the bondage itself cost over 1,000 gulden. Jacob had sold his Hochfeld land for
a tidy sum, but he needed to keep all that money to pay for his crossing and his
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 41)

VOM SCHREIBTISCH DES PRÄSIDENTINNEN

G

reetings fellow Palatines! Last time, we talked
about the need for partners, not only in our genealogy research, but for the continuing success of our organization. At the July Ohio
Chapter Board meeting, we were able to take some time
to get to know each other beyond what our “title” is in
PALAM. We found out that there is quite a broad range
of talented people on our Board who use their gifts and
talents to further the mission of PALAM in a variety of
ways. But we can’t do it alone. It takes a village and
we need your help!
The most pressing need for the Ohio Chapter is to recruit a Book Store Manager.
I’ve been doing this job for about five years, along with being Treasurer and Vice
President. But taking on the duties of President means that we need someone new
to assume this very important job. In our budget this year, we hope to bring in
about $3000 income from sales of our tee-shirts and books. This income helps us
to defray the costs of the free research forums we produce both in Columbus and
around the state thereby fulfilling our mission of furthering the interest in, the
study of and the promotion of information about the life, times, and social life of
German speaking emigrants and descendants.
The Book Store Manager should live in the vicinity of Columbus, as the inventory is stored at the National Palam office in Clintonville. Their duties will be to
make shipments of items purchased on the on-line store and to be present at our
seminars to sell the merchandise, which includes bringing the items from the office to Der Dutchman, working with the Treasurer about deposits, and reordering
supplies as needed. At the present time, Carol Chafin, our Resource Center Administrator, is graciously filling in for us, but her duties for the National Office do
not allow her to take this on past our Fall Seminar. We are so appreciative of her
willingness to help out in our time of need. Our budget and the educational programs will suffer greatly if we can’t find someone to take over this job.
There are other ways you can volunteer to further the mission of PALAM. You
can find details in this issue of the Heritage. If you would like to be more involved with PALAM, please let me know. lindabelle@lcs.net.

Thanks!
Linda Dietrich
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ALATINES TO AMERICA VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

As I stated in my Presidents message in the current
issue of the Palatine Heritage, it takes a village. How
will you help to make Palatines to America the best
German Genealogy Society in the USA?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR VOLUNTEERING FOR THE OHIO CHAPTER,
PALATINES TO AMERICA INCLUDE:
•

Tackling the current “Policies & Procedures” Manual to develop two different documents,
one that contains the Job Descriptions for the Officers, Trustees, and Committee Chairs, and
the other that outlines the Policies & Procedures of the organization, such as our Financial
Policy, the Social Media Policy, etc. Vern Erickson is chair of this Committee and could use
your help. Can be done at home on your computer and with conference calls.

•

Bookstore needs a manager! The Ohio chapter sells t-shirts and books at our own conferences
and at other conferences. Just in the last two months, we have had a presence at OGS in
Mason, Ohio, at IGGP in Sacramento, CA, at Pittsburg, and at Ashtabula. Thanks to Mary
Hess, Jayne Davis, Carol Chafin, Tom Gerke, Roberta Newcomer, and Kent Robinson for
helping me to promote PALAM and the Ohio Chapter. Merchandise is also sold on the
website – but it needs to be promoted there. Merchandise is stored in a filing cabinet at the
National Resource Center in Columbus, so a local person is needed to be able to coordinate
with others across the state when there is a need for our presence at local and national events.
Responsibilities include that coordination, mailing purchases made on the website, and
attending or recruiting other volunteers to attend, conferences where we can promote PALAM
and the Ohio Chapter. Since I have duties as President, I can no longer continue to do this!
Let Linda Dietrich know!

•

Speakers are needed for events at libraries and other venues across the state. An example
would be for the German Genealogy Workshops, some of which are mentioned above. We
have a Speakers Bureau, led by Mary Hess, and are always looking for people to make
presentations. Do you like to share your research victories? Do you have a lot of resources
you would like to share? What subject interests you?

•

The Palatine Heritage and the website need your input. Write a story about your ancestor.
Write a book review. Tell us how you solved a problem. Tell us all about upcoming
genealogy events in your community. There is a section on the Website about ancestral
churches – do you have pictures of your ancestors church? A story about the history of the
church? This can be done from home on your computer. Contact Brian Hartzell and/or Carol
Swinehart

•

2020 NATIONAL PALAM CONFERENCE, JUNE 2020 IN CINCINNATI, OHIO. We
need many, many volunteers to bring the very best ever National Conference to Cincinnati.
Pre planning has already begun. We need volunteers in many capacities
before, during and after the event. See separate information about the
committees that are forming now.

THANKS FOR YOUR
WILLINGNESS TO
VOLUNTEER FOR PALAM!
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WE NEED YOU!

BEIDLER TO HEADLINE FALL 2019
SEMINAR, OCTOBER 12TH

J

ames M. Beidler, author, columnist and editor on German-American
genealogy, will be the guest speaker at the Ohio Chapter, Palatines to
America’s Fall Seminar on Saturday, October 12, 2019 at the Der Dutchman Restaurant in
Plain City, Ohio.
Beidler will lead four individual presentations on “Digging Pennsylvania Roots from your
Desktop,” “German Immigration Waves: Contrasts and Sources,” “Missing the ‘über-sites’ for
German Ancestors” and “Pennsylvania German Church Records.”
The author of four commercially published books and a weekly newspaper column on
genealogy, Beidler is also a contributor to various periodicals such as German Life magazine,
Legacy Tree Genealogists, Family Tree Magazine and The Pennsylvania Genealogical
Magazine. He has served as president of the International Society of Family History Writers and
Editors from 2010-2012.
He recently appeared at the International German Genealogy Partnership conference in
Sacramento, California.
Seminar cost after September 25 is $55 for PalAm members, $65 for non-members. Fee
includes seminar syllabus, four sessions, vendor showcase, morning pastries and coffee, and a full
Der Dutchman buffet lunch.
For more information, contact Linda Dietrich at lindabelle@lcs.net, or use the registration
form found on the last page of this issue.
th

SEE THE REGISTRATION FORM ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS ISSUE

T

raveling into Central Ohio from out of the area for the October 12 Fall Seminar? A
block of rooms has been reserved for attendees for Friday and Saturday, October 11th
and 12th at the Hilton Garden Inn in Dublin, Ohio. Reservations are under Palatines to
America German Genealogy Society with a group code of SMERF at $109 per night.
For reservations, call 614-766-9900.
th

GERMAN RESEARCH AND THE LAW
SUMMARIZED FROM A PRESENTATION BY WARREN BITTNER, CG,
AT THE OHIO PALAM SPRING SEMINAR ON APRIL 13, 2019

BY DEB CYPRYCH

T

oday Germany is a civil law jurisdiction, where the laws exist as a uniform legislative
code with ancient origins. Modern German laws affect genealogical research by
controlling the content of modern records as well as access to older records. But
Germany’s legal history has the most impact on genealogical research, because the laws
that governed German ancestors were often adopted at jurisdictional levels unknown today.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 40)
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German history affects German geography
The early history of Germany is complex. By the eighteenth century, about nineteen hundred
entities (estates, towns, cities, principalities, duchies, and other types) had some degree of local
autonomy as part of the Holy Roman Empire. From 1792 to 1815, a Confederation of the Rhine
existed under French rule. In 1815 the first modern German confederation was created, the
Deutscher Bund. It was followed by the North German Confederation of 1866; the German Empire
of 1871; the Weimar Republic, 1919-1933; the Third Reich; the post-WW II Federal Republic of
Germany and the German Democratic Republic; and the reunification of East and West Germany
into modern Germany in 1990. These political changes led to changes in German boundaries,
which affected German laws.
German geography affects German law
In 1158 Emperor Frederick I reinstituted the Roman Civil Code as the dominant legal system. In
the same period, many German towns were given the right to make their own local rules. While
many towns were absorbed into larger jurisdictions over time, their laws, rules, and customs
continued to influence German records and record-keeping. The religious conflicts following the
Reformation resulted in completely different sets of rules in Catholic jurisdictions and adjoining
Lutheran jurisdictions.
French control before 1800 brought an emphasis on civil law and required registration of births,
marriages, and deaths with the civil authorities. Although most German vital records returned to
church control for a time after Napoleon’s defeat, civil registration was continued in some areas,
converted to civil recording of church registers in others, and then reimposed thorughout Germany
in the 1870s.
A codification of German law under Prussian leadership went into force in Prussia in 1794 and was
extended to Westphalia in 1814. Additional codes were drafted throughout the nineteenth century.
But the major work of modern German law, the German civil code or Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, did
not come into force until 1900.
German law affects German genealogy
To effectively conduct German genealogical research, the family historian must consider the ways
in which local conditions and local jurisdictional lines (including overlapping church, state, and tax
district boundaries) impacted local legal norms. Records were kept at every level, including but not
limited to:
Parish (church books)
Diocese or diaconate (consistory records, status animarum)
Town or Gemeinde (town protocols, guild records)
Civil registration or Standesamt (vital records)
Kreis or Amt (tax records, emigration records, land)
State (census records, military records)
Nobility regions (marriage permissions, manumissions, land, taxes, etc.)
Nation (military records after 1876)
The law in effect at the time and place of an ancestral event dictates what formalities were imposed
on the ancestors, what restrictions existed, and what records may have been created. No area of
German law demonstrates this principle more clearly than the laws of marriage and divorce.
Historical law impacts: marriage and divorce
Many of Germany’s jurisdictions limited marriage among the poor to control population growth.
Noble overlords feared the loss of property, families needed to control inheritance of land, and
Catholics and Protestants wanted to prevent inter-denominational marriage. These factors led to the
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(GERMAN RESEARCH CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40)
creation of marriage courts, which had the power to nullify marriages, impose fines, enforce
promises to marry, rule on paternity claims, grant dispensations, permit forbidden marriages,
grant divorces, and allow divorced people to marry. For example, in Baden, a Protestant-ruled
state, Napoleon’s Code was adopted in 1804 and marriage laws were changed significantly.
Bavaria, a Catholic majority state, had a long history of marriage restrictions before and after the
Napoleonic era.
Modern law impacts: access to records
As a result of privacy laws, access to vital records is restricted in
Germany. Birth records become public records 110 years after the
birth; marriage records, eighty years after the marriage; and death
records, thirty years after the death. A direct relationship to the
subject of the record is required only when the mandated time
period has not yet elapsed, although the records may be accessible
if it can be shown that all parties involved died at least thirty years
ago.

Federal Courts

(DAILY BREAD CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36)

overland travel once he reached America. So the two young men left without formal permission,
bei Nacht und Nebel or under the cover of night and fog.
The two men headed westward toward the French border, sometimes paying for wagon passage,
sometimes walking. It was not uncommon for emigrants who could afford to do so to travel with
several boxes and trunks - household goods, tools, and other personal possessions with which to
start their new lives. But Jacob and Martin traveled with no more than they could carry, just a
change of clothes and a few personal items. Jacob also brought with him three favorite cooperage
tools that he could not bear to leave behind-- a compass, a drawknife, and a head shave, which was
a specialized plane he used to straighten his barrels' head boards.
The reason that the two could not travel down the Rhine was that the river journey would oblige
them to pass through more than 30 checkpoints; not only would they have to pay tolls at each one,
they also ran the risk that they would be imprisoned and returned to Baden and Prussia because
they lacked the necessary approval and passage documents. A Rhine River trip would have been
particularly risky for Martin, since the men would have had to pass through Prussian checkpoints.
They had heard that once they crossed into France, authorities were casual about travelers'
documentation. The other reason for leaving through France is that the port of Le Havre was the
principal route from Germany to New Orleans. Martin had a sister and brother-in-law who lived
upriver in St. Louis.
In the 1830s and 1840s, New Orleans became one of the most important ports in America for the
export of cheap southern cotton to European mills. Growers in Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee,
Arkansas, and Missouri could use the Mississippi River and its tributaries to ship their crops easily
to European-bound ships waiting in New Orleans. Although England was the primary importer of
cotton, Alsatian mills also bought significant quantities of raw cotton, which is why the New
Orleans-Le Havre route had become so important. Shipping companies were delighted that the
growing number of emigrants allowed them to fill their ships with paying customers for the return
trip to New Orleans.
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When Jacob and Martin reached Karlsruhe in western Baden, the two men met a group of emigrants
from a village near Stuttgart. They warned the two men that just a few months earlier, French
authorities had imposed a new requirement on emigrants seeking to cross France to reach the harbor
of Le Havre. Alarmed at the growing number of penniless Swiss and German emigrants who ended
up stranded in Le Havre without passage money, the authorities now required all potential
emigrants to present valid tickets as well as their passports when they entered France. Jacob and
Martin purchased their tickets and crossed the Rhine just south of Karlsruhe. The tickets cost them
about 30 taler -- a significant sum, but less than the profit Jacob had made from selling his Hochfeld
land a few weeks before. Once across the Rhine, they bid farewell to the emigrant group from
Stuttgart. With a number of small children in the party as well as considerable baggage, that group
had purchased wagon passage directly to Le Havre while Jacob and Martin headed west on foot.
In Strasbourg, they passed a cold, bleak, and lonely Christmas. Strasbourg had been part of the
Holy Roman Empire, and German culture still flourished there despite French rule. Watching the
residents enjoying familiar Christmas customs, Jacob experienced sadness, homesickness, and
doubt about his decision to leave his village, family, and friends. But he had sold his land, his
sweetheart was now someone else's wife, and he had become an illegal runaway, subject to
imprisonment if he returned to Baden. There was nothing to do but continue the journey. By midJanuary, the two men had reached a village called Aulnois-en-Perthois, about 85 kilometers east of
the city of Nancy. Jacob had developed a limp, and both of them were suffering from coughs, the
result of weeks of tramping through snow and frozen mud. There was no inn in the village, but the
men could not go on, so they paid a farmer to let them sleep in his shed. By morning, Martin was
feverish, burning up and barely coherent. He could not walk, but neither could they stay in the shed.
Martin found a teamster on the road who was on his way to Saint-Dizier, about 15 kilometers to the
west, and who agreed to give the two travelers a ride. Once in Saint-Dizier, they moved into an inn
where Martin could recuperate while Jacob worried about their dwindling money supply. A week
later, Martin was well enough again to travel, but not to walk. Saint-Dizier is located where the
Marne River becomes navigable, so reluctantly, the men decided to pay for boat passage down the
Marne to Paris. It would be better to arrive at their destination a little poorer than to die on the road.
Four days later, the two were in Paris. The Karlsruhe agent who had sold them their tickets to
America had told them to contact his company's local agent as soon as they reached the city; he
could arrange transportation for them down the Seine River to Le Havre. The agent's office was a
bustling, noisy place, where emigrants were dispatched efficiently to temporary lodgings, Le Havre
boat tickets in hand. It was a vast relief to Jacob and Martin to have the Paris agent's help after
having struggled across eastern France on their own. The next morning they boarded a barge on the
Seine for the relatively short trip to the French coast.
Disembarking on the quay in Le Havre, they found
themselves surrounded by dozens of Germanspeaking emigrants, primarily from Baden,
Württemberg, Bavaria, and Switzerland. The
emigrants spoke such a wide variety of dialects that
they understood one another only with difficulty.
Even though he found some of his fellow travelers'
accents almost incomprehensible, Jacob was
delighted to be back among German speakers after
spending weeks in the French-speaking countryside.
There were also, of course, many French emigrants
assembled on the quay as well as a few scattered
groups of Norwegians. Jacob's 59 fellow passengers on the Atlantic crossing would tum out to be
equally divided between Germans and Frenchmen. All told in 1838, 4,122 emigrants sailed from Le
Havre to North America, 65 percent of whom were German -- a number that was dwarfed by the
tide of German emigrants who would make the crossing in the 1840s and 1850s.
Dockside at Le Havre
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Just a few years before Jacob sailed, he likely would have spent weeks in Le Havre, waiting for a
berth on a ship. However, logistics became more organized after the French imposed the
requirement that emigrants purchase tickets before entering their country. By 1838, partly pushed
by profit and partly by governments that were alarmed at reports of stranded or ill-treated
passengers, shipping companies and their agents were well on their way to organizing efficient
systems for recruiting emigrants across the European lands, facilitating their journeys to port cities,
and transporting them to the New World. Jacob had to wait only a few days in Le Havre before
boarding the ship Russell, a 350-ton, 3-mast square rigger, on January 30, 1838. Jacob and Martin
had received some valuable advice from the Stuttgart emigrant group they met in Karlsruhe before
they had purchased their tickets. The men had warned them not to purchase passage tickets from
any agent until the agent had specified in writing what their ticket included. Until 1855, few
emigrant ships provided food as part of the passage price, only water. Even if the agent promised
that their meals would be included, the men recommended that Jacob and Martin buy additional
provisions for the trip. If they could afford it, they should buy hams, eggs, beer, coffee, lemons,
dried fruit, potatoes, and hard tack to last them for 10 weeks; to be safe, they should plan for 12
weeks. They would need to buy their cooking utensils, pots, and a bucket as well as bed linen.
Passengers were allowed to have cook fires on deck in good weather, or small protected fires below
in bad. The men would have to cook their own meals or pay someone else to do it for them.
The Le Havre merchants made tidy profits off emigrants, who had no choice but to pay the
merchants' asking prices. Jacob and Martin bought the best food they could afford -- potatoes,
sausage, hard tack, and lemons to prevent scurvy. They also bought one pot to share; they would
make do with the knives and the bedding they had carried with them since Heilbronn.
There were 60 passengers on Jacob's ship, less than half of its passenger capacity, but that did not
mean they were less crowded than they might have been with a full complement of emigrants; half
of the ship's holds were filled with French furniture, household items, and other manufactured
goods destined for the planters of Louisiana. The Russell had been designed to haul goods, not
people, so the passenger cabins were nothing more than cargo holds about 6 feet high, retrofitted
with two levels of wooden bunks. The Russell could accommodate up to two deck levels of
passengers and a third and lowest level for cargo. On Jacob's crossing, however, all passenger
compartments were located one level below the main deck, with cargo occupying the other two
levels.
There were separate cabins for families, single women,
and single men. The wooden bunks that lined each
passenger cabin were wide enough to accommodate six
persons each. Children under five shared their parents'
bunk space, while children between five and fourteen
received only one-half a bunk space each. The bunks had
straw mattresses, but the passengers had to provide their
own pillows and bedding. Not surprisingly, passengers
who began the journey without lice or fleas were sure to
have them by the time they reached their destination.
When weather permitted, the passengers were allowed up
on deck where they could stretch their legs and breathe
fresh air. But the winter weather during the crossing was stormy and the seas were rough, so most
days the passengers were confined to their decks. The ship had ventilation pipes to the passenger
cabins, which were the only source of fresh air and light. In stormy seas, the pipes were closed to
prevent the ship from taking on water. Most of the passengers were seasick, at least during the first
part of the journey. The 60 passengers shared one toilet, so many sick passengers kept buckets
nearby.
Spacious Accomodations ?
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Soon the already stale and unpleasant air in the cabins became truly fetid, and those who were not
seasick became ill from the stench. Jacob recovered from an initial bout of seasickness and
volunteered to help the ship carpenter in order to get out of the foul cabin, but Martin was too sick
to leave his bunk for the majority of the crossing. Transporting passengers was profitable business,
but the ship captains hated the work. Some of them referred to emigrant ships as floating coffins,
and residents in port cities said that they could tell which ships had carried emigrants by their
nauseating smell. Rats, mice, and vermin were impossible to eradicate, but most captains did all
they could to manage their ships' sanitation because of the dangers of epidemic diseases.
Figure 31. German emigrants en route.
On Jacob's ship, Master Robbins assigned all passengers rotational cleaning duties: twice weekly,
passengers took turns airing out the mattresses on deck and washing down all surfaces in the cabins
with vinegar and water. They emptied and cleaned out the slop buckets twice daily. When the
weather permitted, all passengers were required to change and wash their clothes, hanging them to
dry on lines stretched across the main deck. Passengers were required to keep food stocks covered
and secure from rodents. Even with these preventative measures, five of the Russell's 60 passengers
died of dysentery or typhoid on the long journey. Despite the physical discomforts of the crossing,
Jacob rather enjoyed the adventure of the voyage once he had recovered from his initial
seasickness. However, by the time the ship sailed into Havana harbor to take on fresh water for the
three-week run into New Orleans, he was ready for the voyage to end.
On April 12, 1838, 73 days after leaving Le Havre, the Russell at last sailed into the New Orleans
harbor. The weather was an unseasonably warm and humid 85 degrees Fahrenheit. Immigrants who
had begun their journey in their thickest and warmest clothing to protect themselves from the cold,
wet European winter were now sweltering; indeed, three women fainted while in line to disembark.
As he waited his turn to walk down the gangway, Jacob looked down on a French-Spanish colonial
town with its colorful two-story houses and wrought-iron balconies, so different from his German
village. He heard French, English, Spanish, and African languages in addition to German. Jacob
watched as a group of chained, wailing slaves were unloaded from a North Carolina ship and led to
the slave market a few blocks away. No matter where he looked, he saw, heard, and smelled
nothing that was like his homeland. At that moment, Jacob understood more clearly than at any
time since leaving Heilbronn that his old life was gone forever.
Jacob had chosen to emigrate to seek better
William Penn opportunities and because he was disappointed in
love. But there were many reasons why millions of
Germans and Swiss decided to come to North
America. Like Jacob, millions were seeking greater
economic opportunities. Others were evading
military conscription. Some were seeking greater
personal freedom, particularly after the Revolution
of 1848, in which students and intellectuals fought
unsuccessfully for a representative parliament,
freedom of the press, self-organization of the
universities, and better working and living
conditions for the poor. The primary motivation for
the first substantial group of German immigrants,
however, was religious freedom. Although they were not the first Germans to settle in North
America, a group of 13 families from Krefeld in the Rhineland formed the first permanent German
settlement in Pennsylvania in 1683. They were Mennonites, and they were seeking the religious
toleration that William Penn had promised to any immigrant who settled in his Pennsylvania lands.
Religious freedom continued to be the primary motivation for the approximately 300 Germans who
immigrated to Pennsylvania through 1709. The bulk of this first generation of Germans traveled
down the Rhine to Rotterdam, where their ships sailed for England. British law required that any
ship sailing to a British colony must embark from a British port, which included London,
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Liverpool, or Irish ports such as Belfast. The trickle of German settlers widened to a steady stream
following the publication of a pamphlet in 1709, widely disseminated in the Rhine Valley, which
promised immigrants free passage and assistance in settling in New York. The pamphlet circulated
just as Germany was experiencing another disastrous agricultural year. Thousands of Germans
descended on Rotterdam, seeking passage to England and on to America, so many that English
officials could not handle the volume. Authorities sent many applicants home, but eventually did
transport 2,400 in 10 ships to New York. Many would-be immigrants lacked the funds to pay for
their passage to America. But because the immigrant business was so profitable for shippers, they
devised the redemptioner system under which they would transport emigrants under labor
contracts. Upon their arrival, the immigrants were sold as indentured servants for a fixed number
of years-typically five to seven, although for minor children the indenture often lasted until they
were 21. Around the end of the eighteenth century, about half of new immigrants in Philadelphia
were redemptioners.
Economic opportunity became and remained the primary
motivation for the majority of emigrants after the first, brief
Hudson River Valley
period in which religion predominated. Between 1714 and
1775, more than 80,000 Swiss and German immigrants
relocated to North America. In 1751, there was such a high
concentration of Germans in the Philadelphia area that
Benjamin Franklin worried the area might become a
permanent German enclave. By 1760, there were sizeable
German-speaking communities in southeastern
Pennsylvania, New York's Hudson River Valley, New
Jersey, western Maryland, Virginia's Shenandoah Valley,
coastal South Carolina, and the piedmont region of North
Carolina. By 1790, when the United States conducted its
first census, approximately one-twelfth of Americans were native Germans and Swiss or were
descended from them. Canada also received its share of German immigrants, beginning in the late
seventeenth century. By 1760, about 200 German families were living along the St. Lawrence
River. One of the oldest German settlements in Canada was Lunenburg, founded in Nova Scotia
between 1750 and 1753. Land grants in the 1760s in Nova Scotia's Annapolis Valley resulted in
the immigration of another 1,000 Germans.

The next wave occurred during the American Revolution, when Germans loyal to the British
crown fled northward beginning in 1776. They were joined by German Hessian troops,
mercenaries engaged to fight the American colonists, many of whom were billeted in Quebec
communities. So many chose to stay after the Revolution that German males comprised 3-4
percent of the Canadian male population by 1786. Mennonites also came to Canada from
Pennsylvania as a result of the Revolution; their Waterloo County settlements in Ontario attracted
another 50,000 immigrants from Germany. The co-founder of Toronto, then the city of York, was
a land developer from Germany named William Berczy who cleared the land and built the first
buildings along Yonge Street. In the west, Germans moved into British Columbia with the gold
rushes of the 1850s. German immigration continued at a slow but steady rate in the United States
through the 1820s, when an average of less than 600 arrived in the United States each year. During
the 1830s, however, the number increased to over 12,000 each year. During the early 1840s, the
number grew to over 20,000 per year, and by the end of that decade, almost 60,000 arrived yearly.
During the early 1850s, the average annual rate was greater than 130,000.
Overall, nine out of ten European immigrants who arrived during the 1850s were Germans or
Swiss. They continued to immigrate after 1860, but never again in the numbers seen between 1840
and 1855.
Partible inheritance was a primary reason why emigrants from southwest Germany comprised a
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significant percentage of the total emigrant population. With the population increases of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, larger families were attempting to survive on ever smaller
parcels of land. Many families had bridged the economic gap by turning to cottage industry, in
particular weaving. When Germany finally began to industrialize and to build large mills and
factories in the mid-nineteenth century, these families lost their livelihoods. Some German villages
were so desperate to deal with their resulting welfare cases that they paid the passage costs for
their poorest residents to emigrate, reasoning that a one-time expenditure for their tickets was a
better bargain than a permanent requirement to support them from the village's charity funds.
By the 1850s, one German pastor noted that “if the name of America has now become as familiar
to every peasant and laborer, yea to every child in the street, as that of the nearest neighboring
country, whilst to thousands and hundreds of thousands, it is a goal of their warmest wishes and
boldest hopes."
The millions of friends and neighbors sent a steady stream of letters back to their villages to tell
them about the wonders of their new homes. Certainly there were some who found their new lives
a bitter failure; but for every disappointed writer, there were a dozen who could not say enough
about how pleased they were in their new homeland." Mid-nineteenth-century Germans had a
wide variety of ports from which to embark for their trip to North America. The Swiss and the
south Germans continued to favor Le Havre, but north Germans were more likely to leave from
Bremen, Bremerhaven, or Hamburg. Construction of German rail lines allowed would-be
emigrants to make a much faster and easier trip to the coast than Jacob and Martin had
experienced in the 1830s.
Genealogists whose ancestors left from Hamburg are fortunate that the voluminous and detailed
police records on all emigrants have been microfilmed and preserved. Unfortunately for those
genealogists whose ancestors left from Bremen, those passage records have been destroyed. The
German word for emigrant is Auswanderer, and the term Auswanderung refers to the overall
exodus of citizens. Over the many decades of the Auswanderung, German governments in Baden,
Württemberg, and elsewhere demonstrated bewilderment, consternation, relief, and disapproval, in
no particular order, concerning the monumental exodus of such a significant segment of its
population. On the one hand, the Auswanderung helped to resolve the problem of feeding the
excess population. But on the other, it was an obvious and embarrassing testimony to the
governments' inability to take care of their own citizens, so much so that the Duke of Wurttemberg
ordered all emigrant records to be destroyed at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Periodically, governments would issue pamphlets or reports to discourage emigration, painting a
gloomy picture of the risks and uncertain rewards of leaving. But when villagers weighed the
negative reports against the letters from friends and relatives and the optimistic pamphlets
published by shippers' agents, they inevitably dismissed the government reports as self-serving
propaganda.
In a village culture where the highest goal of most adult men was to have enough land to farm fulltime, it would be hard to underestimate the impact of a letter such as the one a young immigrant in
Heartland, Illinois, sent home to his mother in Germany in the 1850s:
“You need not fear about the land. It is not likely in this country that the land [will] be taken
away. The government wants that we shall stay and improve the land. They fear that we will
become rich and move to another place. It is not so, however ... I now have one hundred acres of
land by a paper and it is all mine. Some of it is still full of water, but we are working fast to get the
ditches in ... When I am plowing I can shut my eyes and smell the dear land under me and say it is
mine, mine, all mine. No one can take it away. I am a king, as you said.”
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Coming in the Fall 2019 issue of the
Palatine Heritage
Our Daily Bread Part 2: Emigration.

IGGP: STRIKING IT RICH IN
SACRAMENTO

M

ore than 700 genealogists attended the International German Genealogy Partnership
(IGGP) international conference held June 15-17th in Sacramento, CA, the largest
such meeting of people focusing on the history and genealogy of those with German
ancestry, wherever they live in the world.

The conference theme – Strike It Rich! – featured three days of German-centric presentations in
multiple tracks – Geographic, Technology, Advancing Your Research, and more with professional
genealogists, authors, historians and archivists who are top presenters with advanced proficiency in
their fields of study.
IGGP comprises more than 100 organizations around the world including all chapters of the
National Palatines to America, which was represented by more than 25 members. The conference
was hosted by the Sacramento German Genealogy Society, supported by a consortium of
Germanic Genealogy Societies across the Golden State.
The Strike It Rich! theme was especially appropriate given Sacramento’s
history. John Sutter, born as Johann August Sutter in Baden, eventually
settled in the Sacramento Valley and built a sawmill where gold was found
in 1848. That discovery set off the California Gold Rush that preceded
California’s fast-track admission to the United States in advance of the
Civil War.
The first international conference was held in Minneapolis in 2017. Then
as now, participants traveled from Europe, North America, South America
and Australia. German genealogy expert and German Life columnist James
M. Beidler observed “I’ve been coming to genealogy conferences around
the country for nearly 20 years. The 2017 IGGP conference was the best
I’ve ever attended in terms of organization, facilities, program and sheer
energy!”

Members of the National Palatines to America
gathered in Sacramento to participate in the 2nd
IGGP Conference’s Leadership Day.
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Dirk Weissleder as
John Sutter

Led by Dirk Weissleder (left), IGGP committee
members and various re-enactors portray significant
German-speaking individuals in the history of
California, including the madam of a popular brothel,
guess which one?

UNITY IN VARIETY: EXPLORING
PENNSYLVANIA’S UNIQUE HYBRID
CULTURE

A

bout 40 attendees gathered on the campus of Kutztown
University on September 13-14th for the annual Genealogy &
Culture Conference 2019, hosted by the PA Chapter, Palatines to America and the PA
German Cultural Heritage Center, entitled “Unity In Variety: Exploring Pennsylvania’s
Unique Hybrid Culture.”

Friday’s activities centered on a bus tour of the Bryn Athyn Historic District of Bryn Athyn
including the Glencairn Museum which featured an exhibition of “Hex Signs: Sacred and Celestrial
Symbolism in Pennsylvania Dutch Barn Stars.”
On Saturday, attendees heard four excellent presentations by top-notch speakers, including “Gustav
Peters and his Publishing House” with Rev. Edward Rosenberry, “A Sturdy Linguistic Hybrid:
Pennsylvania Dutch, Past and Present” with Dr. Mark Louden, “Historic Preservation and Property
Research” by Jeffrey Marshall, and lastly, “The Roughwood Table: Heritage Seeds, Heritage Foods
and the Future of Regional Cuisine” by Dr. William Woys Weaver.
Mark Louden is a fluent lecturer of Pennsylvania Dutch and has written extensively on the language
and its speakers. Did you know that Pennsylvania Dutch is the fastest growing language in the
U.S.? And that all languages are hybrids, mixing elements of one language into another.
Jeff Marshall, president of Heritage Conservancy in Doylestown, PA, leads the Conservancy in
historic preservation, land protection negotiation, and high-level strategic master planning. He is a
recognized expert in southeastern Pennsylvania historic architecture.
Lastly, Dr. William Hoys Weaver, an internationally known food historian and author. He is also a
board member of GMO Free Pennsylvania and the Experimental Farm Network, a grassroots
organizations devoted to alternative methods of seed production. He maintains a garden in the style
of the 1830s featuring almost 4,000 varieties of heirloom vegetables, flowers and herbs.

A LOOK AT THE WEEKS AHEAD
October 5th Family History Day with Tony Burroughs at Columbus Metropolitan Library.
For more information and to register go to https://www.eventbrite.com/e/family-historyday-2019-registration-65109244503?aff=eac2 or call 614-645-2275.
October 5th Annual Genealogy Fair, Downtown Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County at 8th and Vine Streets, with various groups, including the Germany Geneology
Interest Group where you can ask th experts German genealogy questions and help you
trace your German roots from 11 to 3pm. German genealogy questions answered 12 to
2pm.
October 12th OH Pal-Am Fall Seminar with James M. Beidler @ Der Dutchman
Restaurant, Plain City, OH http://oh-palam.org/registernow.php
October 26th “Diggin” In The Dark,” a lockdown research event, Researching Religious
Roots & Records (7-9p.m.) with Jayne Davis at the Stark County Main Library, 715
Market Ave. N., Canton, Ohio. For more information contact 330-458-2765.
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November 9th Researching Your German Ancestors Series with Jayne Davis, genealogy
lecturer, at St. Mary’s Community Public Library, 140 S. Chestnut St., St. Marys, Ohio,
Topics - “Begin Finding Your Roots: From America to German-speaking Countries” and
“Researching Religious Roots and Records.” 10:15am—12:30pm. For more information,
call 419-394-7471.

My Ancestors Lived Here

EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRTS

$18.00 sizes Med., Large, X-large
$22.00 sizes XXL and XXXL
Visit our website to purchase at:
https://oh-palam.org/bookstore.php
Palatines to America

Palatines to America—Ohio Chapter
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